METALMESSAGE
„V”
Style:
Pagan-, Viking- & Folk Metal

Release date: December 2008

Media facts:
-

13 international based hordes
Once more with totally overwhelming hand painted cover art,
crafted exclusive by the legendary US brush-grandmaster Ed
Repka; theme: "Thor's fight against cave-trolls"
Most finest graphical layout
Comes in blue DVD-case with gorgeous vertical booklet; incl.
awesome nature pictures beside the band’s portraits
Strictly limited to 2.000 items
All in all an outstanding high quality compilation release &
surely one of the most dedicated done genre-manifestations
ever!

Well, there has been released really not less of underground-CDcompilations these past years, and so many of them all were done without
real heartblood & with a very low degree of passion for this unique genre!

Promotion:

The Metalmessage-compilations on the other hand are created with a
massive dose of enthusiasm, for the bands and also for the contributing
cover-artists!

International

So this time the very well known & legendary US artist Ed Repka
painted a stunning coloured exclusive frontcover artwork!

Markus Eck
info@metalmessage.de

Layout & design by digisteve.com
Well chosen compositions are included now for the 5th time to attack the
ears of the listeners with fine epic sounds & pure pagan power!
TRACKLIST:

1. FIMBULVET (Germany) "Helias Bann" (05:23)
2. HROMOVLAD (Slovakia) "Slavia" (05:09)
3. TUMULUS (Russia) "Kochevonov Plyas" (05:04)
4. DARK FOREST (Canada) "Journey To Ever-Eternal Skies" (08:11)
5. TIWAZ (Brazil) "The Battlelore" (07:04)
6. DYRATHOR (Germany) "Im Auge des Sturms" (05:13)
7. XERIÓN (Spain) "No Pazo Derruido Da Existencia" (06:30)
8. ADORNED BROOD (Germany) "Sons Of The Damned" (05:24)
9. WAYLANDER (Ireland) "As Deities Clash" (07:45)
10. NATAN (Belgium) "Volkskracht" (07:16)
11. ANDRAS (Germany) "Miasma Track" (05:14)
12. OBSCURITY (Germany) "Nach Asgard wir reiten" (04:08)
13. VINTERNATT [Belgium] "De Zwarte Mis" (05:20)

Discography:
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Vol. I
Vol. II
Vol. III
IV
V

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

Website:
http://www.metalmessage.de

Notes:
- Please make sure, that "V"
gets a review only by one out
of your team, which is familiar
with these kinds of musical
styles. Thanks!
- This promotional material is
property of Metalmessage &
must be returned on demand!

